
Home   Assignments  
 
1.   Draw   your   feet:   With   your   feet   propped   up   in   front   of   you   (please   remove   your   shoes  
if   propping   them   up   on   furniture),   draw   them    either   crossed   at   the   ankles   or   sitting   side  
by   side.   Bare   or   socked   feet   is   fine.   Finish   with   shading   and   as   much   detail   as   you   can.  
 
2.   Open   up   a   cupboard   or   cabinet   and   draw   what   is   on   the   shelf/shelves.   You   may  
notice   that   it   gets   darker   the   further   back   in   the   cupboard   and   you   can   see   less   detail.  
Shade   and   detail   accordingly.  
 
3.   Draw   your   room   from   the   corner.   If   furniture   is   in   the   way,   get   as   close   to   the   corner  
as   you   can   comfortably   get.   Include   the   lines   where   the   ceiling   and   walls   meet.   Try   to  
get   the   perspective   and   angles   as   accurate   as   you   can.   You   can   use   a   straight   edge   for  
lines   or   use   it   to   measure   the   angles.   Include   furnishings,   posters,   etc.   If   you’re  
embarrassed   by   your   messy   room,   CLEAN   IT   or   just   don’t   draw   the   mess.   :)  
 
4.   Draw   a   family   member   (can   be   a   furry   family   member)   from   the   side,   a   profile.   Look  
carefully   at   how   far   the   eyes   are   from   the   top   of   the   head,   the   nose,   mouth   etc.   Shade  
with   subtlety   if   in   soft   light   and   add   contrast   if   the   light   is   harder.   Include   the   hair,   neck  
and   shirt   collar   as   appropriate.  
 
5.   Draw   your   hand   (opposite   hand   that   you   draw   with)   in   a   simple   pose.   DO   NOT  
TRACE   AROUND   YOUR   HAND!   Keep   it   simple.   Quick   sketches   are   fine   here.   Keep  
changing   the   pose   of   your   hand   and   do   multiple   sketches.   If   you   want   a   challenge,   draw  
the   hand   you’re   drawing   with,   even   draw   your   hand   drawing   your   hand   M.C.   Escher   like  
(look   him   up   if   you’re   unfamiliar   -   cool   stuff).   
 
All   of   the   above   assignments   can   be   done   in   your   sketchbook.   You   may   take   home  
additional   paper   and   pencils   if   you   need   to.   You   may   also   break   up   the   monotony   by  
using   color   pencils   or   other   materials   you   have   at   your   disposal.   
 
A   great   Youtube   channel   is   the   Art   of   Wei   for   tutorials   on   drawing.   If   you   have   internet  
access,   I   suggest   you   check   him   out.   There   are   a   lot   of   great   tutorial   channels   there   to  
suit   all   different   styles.  


